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Travel Award
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Studying Aspects

Masquerade Danee;
Ethiopia Is Motif

Of Teutonic Life
Trustees
of
the
Oberlaender
Trust of the Carl Schurz Memorial
Foundation notified Dean Eric W.

journalism
yesterday that he had been awarded a grant of $1,500 for travel and
study in the German speaking
countries of Europe.
Dean Allen will spend the summer
in
Germany and Austria,
studying those aspects of German
life and organization that may
throw light
on
state and local
problems of Oregon. He will be
accompanied by Mrs. Allen and by
their youngest son, Bill.
incident-

attention to international politics, military tension, and that
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last night. “1 shall try to find out
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voted
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years ago and postponed for future use. But enrollment is very
heavy this year, and problems
seem

numerous.

It will be neces-

sary to go over the situation with
President Boyer. I am not very
optimistic about arrangements for
a

longer stay. Perhaps

Mrs. Allen

will go over earlier and meet me

there.”
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Ohio Officials Say
Youth Can ‘Take It’
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theater business booms,
when the first
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lights shone like
l.ongaere Square.
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month.

LOST—Black Parker fountain pen
with gold band and name, Ed
Welch, on it. Finder please return to Phi Gamma Delta.
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It's “Tops” in the “Hit
Parade” and we “been
pressin the first valve
down” on ye old eash
register all week on this
one. Sheet music or ask
for Deeea Record No. 578.
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39 East 10th Street
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